If you venture into the deep dark wood you may bump into the **Gruffalo** or the Gruffalo's Child...

Fifteen lucky forests have been joined by a giant wooden Gruffalo. Each Gruffalo has been carved in a different position - the one at Wyre Forest is fast asleep!

Visit one of our Gruffalo sculptures.

- **Gruffalo Spring activity sheets**
- **Spring word search with mouse**
- **Bluebell dot to dot**

- **Summer activity sheets**
- **Host your own Gruffalo birthday party** with invites, games and party menu ideas.

- **Autumn activity sheets**
- **Seed explorer**
- **Looking for leaves**

- **Winter activity sheets**
- **Winter ice art with snake**
- **Make a cone bird feeder with Owl**
- **Other activity sheets**
- **Gruffalo colouring sheet**

“Once upon a time in a wood near you...

Find out about **fairy tale features** in your local forest. Bring your child's favourite fairy tales to life in the mystical setting of your local woodland. Help spark their imagination and reconnect them with nature.

You'll find fairy tale features in many of our woodlands, from natural babbling brooks and tree glades to enchanting sculptures and fairy dens - perfect for story telling. Have fun in the forest with our six fairy tale activity sheets! Create your own elf or fairy outfit, make a leaf crown, wizard’s broomstick and more.”

**Tell a tale**

Sitting in the giant's chair or on a big tree stump is the perfect spot to tell a tale. Stories could include a prince, princess, witch, troll, wolf, fairy or elf!

**Magical play**

Children love to explore and we’ve got lots for them to discover. From fairy kingdoms and 3D mazes to thrilling sculpture trails.
**Stick Man Trails**

Stick Man has arrived in the forest! Join him on his adventure trail at many of our woods and forests.  
**Stick with us this season and enjoy** lots of great value **family days out**. Discover twiggy trails, giant Gruffalos and much more!

Join Stick Man on his quest to the family tree! Pick up an activity pack from the forest, follow the trail and complete fun activities along the way!

**Superworm** is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. Watch him wiggle! See him squirm!  
**Hip, hip, hooray for SUPERWORM!**

Join in our Wormy Wednesdays by downloading our free Superworm-themed activity sheets! New activity sheets will be added every other Wednesday over the summer season.

**Share your Superworm hero pictures with us!**
We love seeing your pictures of Superworm characters and the bugs you find in the forest. Share your photos with us on Facebook.
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